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AN ASSESSMENT OF NUCLEONICMETb,ODSANDDATA

Donald J. Dudztak

THEORETICAL DIVISJON
UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA

FOR FUSION REACTORS*

LOS ALAMOS SCIENTIFIC LABORATORY
LOS ALMS, NEW MExICO 87545 USA

An assessment is provided of nucleon{c methods, codes, and

data necessary for a sound experimental fusfon power reactor

(EPR) technology base. “Gaps in the base are tdcntifledand

specffic develowent recorrrnendationsare made in three areas:

computational tools, nuclear data, and integral experiments.

The current status of the first two areas is found to be

sufficiently inadcqudto that viable engineering design of an

EPR ts precluded at this time. However, a program to provide

the necessary data and computationalcapability Is judged to

bs a low-risk effort.

INTRODUCTIONAND SM04ARY—.— ... .....— —.
The goal of this assesswcnt is to ptn-

potnt the areas of existing nuclcon{c

methods and data that, in our judgment, re-

quire further research and development for

application to the design of fusion reactors,

Much of the present state-of-the-artas ap-

plfed togcneral fcasibllit studies has

been discussed previously,
({,2,3) so the

emphasis here is on dcvelopnentsspecifi-

cally required for the detailed design of

an Experimental Power Reactor (EPR),**and

for credible system studies of Commercial

Power Reactors (CPR). Some consideration

——
%lork performed under the auspices of the
U, S, Enerqy Research and Development
Administration, (
**The tom EpR {s used hprc in a broade+
sense than in the current l{teroturecn
L’PR’s;~t ?ncludcs all anticipatednext-
generation fusion rcactorswhcthcr they
becallcd an EPR, lTR, TLTR, or other
acronym.

Is 81s0 gtven

at{on effects

strlpp{ng m?

are used,

to nuclear data needs for rad{-

cxperimcnts, particularly If

spallation neutron sources(4,5)

The assessment Is divided fnto three

general areas: nuclcdr data, computittional

tools, and integral experiments, Uithin

each area, gaps are Identlffed and sugges-

?.ionsmade as to the tasks necessary to

close these gaps. The development progrtsm

outlined Is based largely on the reconsnen-

dat{ons of the Neutrontcs Uorking Croup, at

the DM~E Ulanket/ShieldWorkshop.‘6) It should

be noted that most R & D tasks discussed are

equally appl{cahle to magnetically and ln-

ertlally confined reactors. Fusion/fission

hybrfds, on the other hand, are entirely

excluded from consideration since they open

up the cnt{re area of ftss{on reactor analysis.

S_cge of the Assessment—-.— ..—.—-.
TOPICS considered here under the qenerlc

title ofnucleonlcs fnclude:
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neutron and photon transport

responsesdue to neutron and photon
Interactionswith matter (including,
therefore, transport of secondary
charged particles)

sensitivityand optimization

integralexperiments

nuclear data rewired for all the above
analyses. “

Thus, we includeall the usual nuclear engi-”

neering aspects of reactor design and anal-

ysis
.
.
.

.

.

.

.

associatedwith

tritium breeding

nuclear heating

radiationdamage effects by atcxric
displacementand transmutation

radiationshielding

“activationand afterhr!at

radioact~vecorrosion product (CRUD)
transportand deposition

perturbationof all the abo}e design
pararctert.

In assessing nuclear data requirements

for fusion rea~tor nuclconics, we ~onsider

the impact of nuclear data not only on trans-

port processes,hut also on reiponse func-

tions (e.g., kerma factors and radiation

damage) and perturbation calculations (e.g.,

covariances for uncertainty studies), Undw

computationalmethods we evaluate transport

methods and codes, as well as the so-called

response codes; i.e., codes which convolute

neutral particle fluxes from transport codes

w“fthresponse functions. Within this latter

category fall tht!codes for dettirmining

fnte3ralnuclear heating, radioactiv~tyand

afterheat,and radiation damage. Also as-

sessed is the status of perturbation theory

codes used for cross-sectionsensitivity and

design sensitivityanalyses. Fina?ly, a fcw

comments are made on the role of integral ‘

experiments (or more precisely, prototypic

blanket/shieldmockupexperiments) in

verifying design calculations.

So far little mention has been made of

shielding data a~d methods ~se. However,—
it is apparent from the preceding paragraphs

that fusion reactor analysis is more akin to

the traditional shielding discipline (reactor,

accelerate.r,and weapons related) than to

conventional fission reactor physics. In

particular, fusion reactor calculations

generally idvolve solution of the inhomoge-

neous Boltzmann equation for moderate to

large numbers of mean-free paths of neutral

particle transport,asopposed to the ei-

genvalue problems of fission reactor calcu-

lations. Thus, a fusion rcictor research

and development program necessarily shJres

with shielding research many of the same

rncthod$and data. Shielding problems unique

to fusion reactors have been discussed re-

cently~3)and will not be thoroughlyassessed

in this revieti.

. In some sense the nuc?lconicsdevelopment

program involves fewer uncertainties than

other engineering problems in fusion reactor

research, such as plasma hcatlng and super-

conducting magnetics. Nucleonics research

and development is almost ~~iori a low-

risk venture, because most required thcctct-

ic(lcIIli’thf$cxi.~tillpti)lcipf(’..Moreover,

g~vcn the wealth of theory, methods develop-

ment, codes, and ddta from fission programs,

research and development requirements can be

predicted with more confidence than in most

other fields. It is precisely this predic-

tive capacity which allows us to conclude

that the present technologicalbase of

cllgil~rcmi]lgdcz~i.:lutuot’4fO~Lmd’wnir.s .h

.Ldw,wtc for an assured viable design of

the EPR. Even for conceptual system studies

or point designs. nucleonic uncertainties

exist which could affect conclusions on

technicalor ecol]omicfeasibility.

b

.’

“,... ,. ...
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Nuclear Data and Integral Experiments—
Specific deficiencies have been identi-

fied in nuclear data and computational

methods now used for design studies. Ex-

amples in the area of nuclear data include:

(1) errors in transport and activation

cross sections, which can cause errors of

50% and more in prediction of personnel

dose rates, even for thin shields;(7) (2)

cross-sectionuncertainties in evaluated

data in ENDF(8)for \fy fusion reactor mate-

rlals such as ‘Li, B,C,and Fe, which are

known to be inadequate for accurate calcu-

lation of tritiumbrecding, shieidingef-

fectiveness,etr.;(9.10) and (~) inconsist-

encies between neutron kerma factors and

gamna-ray production data. resulting in

nonconscrvationof energy and thus erroneous

nuclear heating (but usually < 2!!error(11)),

Amoasurccwnt and evaluation progrom
(6) for

selected ruactions will need tc be undep-

takcn prior to any final rcdctor designs.

However, there may still nc’cdto be a care-

fully planned programof integralexperi-

ments to verify the total attenuationof

the primary (magnet) shielding.

Mutational Tools——.
Computationalmethods for neutron and

photon transport have been principally

based upon Carlson’s Sn method,(12) in the

present discrete-ordinatesform. They are

mostly for calculations in one spatial

dimension, using a variety of established

codes. Although some difficultieshave

occurred in comparisons with benchmarksand

integral sxpcriments, l-D methods appear to

be well developed. However, l-Dcalcula-

tions arc useful mainly for scoping studies,

whereas 2- and 3-D calculationsare essen-

tial for blanket/shielddesign and s{reaming

calculations, Difficulties h~vc been ex.

pericnced in using present 2-D discrete-

ordinates codes for EPR blaniet design,

where a typical reactor will have is

poloidal cross section about 7-m in diameter

(cf. Fig. 1 for illustrationof geometry).

Even with synsnetryabout the horizontal

midplane, calculation of detailed flux

spatial distributions in l-m-thick blankets

would require tens of thousands of mesh

points. Development is thus required for

2-D codes that will efficiently represent

circular and irregular eometries (e.g.,

by triangularmshes(14~], employ advanced

accelerationmethods,’15 hale toroidal

geometry capabilities,and of necessity

have hierarchical storage, In additiw,

studies of potential ray effect$ or other

computationalanomalies may well be re-

quired when extensive 2-i)analysis is under-

taken.“ The importanceof basic research in

numerical transportmethods to circumvent.
some Cf these difficultfczcannot be over-

emphasized, Deterministictransport methods
. for treating streaming in voids may also

have a large benefit.

Most calculationsof streaming in voids,

and of neutron transport in complex blanket

geometries, are now performed with Monte

Carlo methods. Numerous codes exist for

such calculations, including ones with ex-

plicit toroidal geometry capabilities.(16)

However, the difficultieswith such codes

are due not so much to deficiencies of the

cfilculationaltechniquesnor to the inability

to model complex geometries, but rather to

practical considerationsof problem set-up

time, {nput errors due to complexity, and

computer time requirements. Minimization

of computer tiinefor a given variance in

edit parameters presently depends most

strongly on the”cleverness of the user in

biasing the transport process, Development

is urgently needed to simplify input speci-

fications for such Monte Carlo codes, and

to put biasing schemes on a more systematic

.’

.
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FIGuRf 1. Coordinate Cmxtry Convention for Toroidal and Pololdal Sections
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and us@r-orlentcdbasis. Noreover, since

many d~$ign problems Involve both simple

and complex geometries, but in different

regions, procedures for efficiently coupllng

existing Sn and Honte Carlo codes need to be

perfected.

An area lnwh~ch much productivework

has occurred Is the appllc~Llonof pertur-

bation theory to woss sectfon and design

8ensltlvlty,(17’’8) as well as to blanket/
(19) rurtherdevelOP-shfeld optimization.

wnt of such codes, especially In 2-Dand
with respect to secondary energy dfslrlbu-

tion scnsltlvlty,will almost certainly

provfdea large benefit for both EPRand

CPAdc51gn studies. Advanced methods th~t

transcend the limits of ffrst-orderpertur-

bation theory (e.g., mathematical program-

ming techniqueswith constraints,or the

Incluslon of higher order terms) may prove

valuable fur CPR analysis, and a research

progrm in this area appears to be wdrranted.

Nany”are.m exist in which straightforward

code development, ddta fomat and Interface

file stand~rd$ speclficotion,and data

.

dlstrfbutton/coordinationneed to be under-

taken. These should evolve from program

plannfng In terms of both CPRand longer

range needs. In this process, the nucleonfcs

development needs will probably sh{ft, espe-

cially fn nucledr datd. But certainly the

Mjor methods dnd code advances wfll continue

to prove valuable.
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ThANSPORTMETt{ODSANC CODCS——— ——..— —
Gencyally dlscretc ordinates and Monte

Carlo have been themetkois of chotce for

fusion reactor transport calculation. some

analytical aptiroxfmationsand neutron albedos

Itavcbeen used forstredming calculations,

but mostly {n irradiationfac~ltty conceptual

shfeld desfgn, Also, interesting ray-tracfng

(simplified tntegra~2;fansport)calculations .

have been performed to determine polofdal

flux dtstrtbut{ons,spattal and angular, on

fuston reactor first walls. Production cal-

culations have, however, been predominantly

by dtscr’eteordinates.

One-Space Dtmensfon.—.
Conceptual destgn and scopfng studfes

have usually employcda stable of l-Odis-

creto..ordinatescodes (ANISN, DTF-lV,

ONETRAN). These are standard production

codes In the nuclear industry, providtng

accurate and inexpensiveflux distribution

resl~ltswhen tntelligcntlyused. Although

they are already economical of comput{rrg

tiwe, {mprovenientsII computational speed

by a factor of a few are on the horizon,(15)

The$e acceleration techniqueswill he most

valuable tf, as it appears now, they can be

extended to 2-0.

\.



One notable exception to the ascendancy

of discrete-ordinatescodes for 1-D ar,alysis

Is the extcrssiveuse of the TART Monte Carlo

code by Lee,(” ) Maniscalco,(22)and col-

leagues at the Lawrence LivermoreLabora-

tory. They find such l-D calculationscorn-

petitive with discrete ordinates in computer

running time, with standard deviationsof s

2 % in blanket nuclear parameter-s.

Time-dependenttransportcalcvlatioi~tIn

one space dimension are now performedwith

the TIMEX code}”j and although scmrewhat

lengthy in ccmputer time, such calculations

are relatively infrequentlyrequired. Their

principal use is in shock and stress analy-

sis of inertial fusion devices.’24) Explic-
it time-dependentmethods using discrete

ordinates appear adequate, and time-depend-

ent multi~roup Nonte Carlo calculdtirmsdrc

Oftt’na ccmputetivcalterodtivumethod(24)

for such analysis.

Two-mace Dimensions.—-...--—
Once a reactor design is beyond the

scoping parametric study stage, 1-D trans-

port calculations prove inadequatetor the

COIIIPleteengineering design. Even though

they maybe useful for energy deposition

distributionsor other design details in

specific modules, such calculationsmust

at least be normalized to poloidally*vary-

ing first-wall fluxes or currents,(20)

Even accounting for poloidal variations

cannot detcrmino the effects of blanket

inhomogcnictiesin directions transverse

to the l-Dmodcl. Thus, engineeringdesigns

like those evolving for [PR’s must employ

two- or three-dimensionalanalysis tools

for such purposes, Monte Carlo :odes

provide a relatively straightforward,

*See Fig, 1 for dt?finitionof poloidal and
toroldal coo!dinfite$,

avenue to multidimensionalanalysis,(25)

but suffer from an iliherentlimitation on

the informationcontent available in prac-

tfcal edit procedures. To circumvent

these limitations,existing 2-D discrete-

ordinates codes (DOT and TWC?TRAN/have been

applied to large toroidll reactors, reveal-

ing marked differences in local heating and

breeding, It has also been shown(26) that

calculations in X-Y geometry are inadequate

due to neglecting toroidal effects, For

systems symnctricalin the toroidal direc-

tion, $, existing cylindrical geometry

codes can be used to solve the toro!dal

geometry problem by using R-Z coordinates.

Here R is along the major radius and Z is

alonfJthe major (toroidal)axis, Ol!;ervcd

toroid~l effects can be divided into two

catcgorics; those$causcdby different

VOIWIIC clumcnts on the illncrand outer

portions of the blanket, and those caused
. bydiffcrent streaming operators (with

respect to 6, as opposed to Z in an X-Y

calculation]or Z in a 1-0 cylindrical

calculation). The latter curvature effect

for tori of aspect ratios three and five

has been shown(25) to bc small, at least

for uniform source distributions; i.e.,

correcting for volume element differences

gives good agreement between cylindrical

(r-O, a poloidal section) and toroidal

calculationsof reacton rates,

What then, are the principal drawbacks

of current 2-D discrete-ordii;ritescodes

such as DOT or TllOTRAN? First, there are

difficulties in modeling the geometric

boundaries in’s poloidal section with

orthogonal coordinate ‘systems,for either

circular or irregular cross sections.(26)

Second, the tokamak reactors are all very

large rclatiw to neutron mean-free paths,

thus requiring large numbers Of mesh points.

The result Is a taxing of computer comiwtation
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time and storage. In order to account for

toroldal geometry, the only synsnetrywhich

can be represented is that about a horizon-

tal midplane, thereby reducing the options

for decreasing problem size.

Gfven the above difficulties,what de-

velopments appear possible to alleviate

them? No insnediatesolution to the model

sfze problem occurs to this autho@, other

than to treat the symptoms directly. For

point of view, almost all present reactor

designs can be modeled more easily in the

R-Z plane using triangularmeshes rather

than orthogonal meshes. Also, fewer mesh

points will generally be required for the

same accuracy if mesh spacing is determined

not by optical thickness considerations,

but rather uy fidelity in representing

region boundaries.

Developmentof a 2-O triangular-mesh,

example, any developments in hierarchical ffnite-elementtransport code specifically

storage and data transfer efficiencywill designed for fusion reactor analysis fn

prove very valuable in fitting large prob- toroidal geometry {s currently underway

lems on exist~ng computers, as well as This development is based upon an existing

such code,(14) TRIDENT, designed foranaly-speed{ng execution times. Also, Idvantage

should be taken of class 6 computers with sis of fission reactors with hexagonal

vector processing as soon as possible, modules. A ~ignificanteffort is being

because the discrete-ordinatesequations

along different characteristicsare Ideally

suited for vector operations. Of equal

Importance Is to test promisfng convergence

accc;crdtlonmethods, such as the synthetic

one,(15) which offer ptissibilitiesofre-.
du ‘ng computation ti’ncsby a factor of a

few. In many cases the combinationofonc

or more of these developmentefforts can

mean the difference between befng able to

expenitcdto relax the banded :rlangular

structure tn TRIDENT, and/or to incorporate

an automatlf.me$hgenerator.

If history Is any ipdlcator, ncw dcvel-

“ op+nen:sw{ll be accompanied by pathological

side effects, as In the case of the ray

effects discovered fnearly2-Odis-

crete-ordinatescalculations, Although “

ray effects can be avotded in TRIDENT by

use of the ftctttfous source optfon

undertake a particular important2-D (making the equations sfmflar to spherical

analysis, or not. harmonic equations), the destgner’s judg-

Thc abr)vcsymptomatic remedies, although ment must enter fnto thecholce of the

valuable, still do not address the modeling degree of such alteration. One also has

problr?m. For a reactor with a circular a vague expectation of new computational

cross section, for example, a simple mathe- anomalles!

matfcal cxcrc{se demonstrates that no Some {ntercst naturally ar{scs {n

polygon, no matter how fine, can represent torotdal geometry codes us{ng the r-O

both the first wall radius and surface plane ofapoloidal section as theexpl{ctt

areas correctly in the ltmit (e.g., if coordinates,with thtitoro~dal angle @

radius ~s preserved with equal R and Z being impl{cit, Such calculationsmaybe

mesh Spacing, the surface area is high by ,of limited interest {n a reactor of cir-

a factor /?, an interestingacademic’ cular cross-section,but are not appro-

curtoslty at least). ~rom a ,~actical priate for most tokamak calculations(26)

— ———-— because of geometric model{nq difficulties.
*But cf. below section 011 Other Detcrm{ntstic
Methods.
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Inertially confined fuston reactor designs

will, as they approach the “EPR” stage, re-

quirernulti-space-dimensirmal,time-dependent

transport calculations, Some effort at LASL

has been devoted to such a code, TWOTIME, in

two space dimensions.

Other DeterministicMultidimensionalTrans-
port Methods

There may be a high payoff to research in

applicationof integral transport therwy to

streaming problems. Neutron streaming in

relatively narrow voids is difficult to

treat In 2-D discrete-ordinatescodes, even

In a few instanceswhere such analysis is

appropriate (e.g., for dtvertors where to-

ro{dal synmetry hoids). For strci,mingin

vacuum or injector ports, Monte Carlo has

been the methodof choice, wfth one notable

cxccptfon; Calculat~ons have br!enpcr-

fmmerf for str{mming In injector ports,(28)

using TWOTRAN in R-Z cylindricalgeometry

and w{th the port along the Z-ax{s. Hence,

the plasma {s a disk and the geo+netryof re-

gions around tho port can be WC1l represented,

gfv{nga realistic model,

Also, the very large size of tokamak

polo{dal cross Sections SJf.l@tS the Pos-

sfble development of nodal methods. These

would be particularlyuseful where fine

dctatl within blanket modules ~s not of

Interest, but rather the power factors from

module to module, for example, Nodal dif-

fusion mcthoclsos used for larg~ fisston

reactor core three-dimensional(two space,

one time) analysis are suggestiveof similar

applications to fusion reactor$$

It Is probdoly worth stating that analyt-

ical and semi-empiricalformulae will con-

tinue tobc useful f~r calculationsof

streaming in regular geometries, and SOmF

new neutron alhcdo informationmay he

kal~able, This would be a simpl’eextention

of previous NorotcC~rlo calculationsof

albcdos(zg) to ncwlnaterialsand energies.

.’

.Mnte Carlo

Several Monte Carlo codes, both continuous

energy antimultigroup, kave been applied to

fusion ro~ctor nucleonics. A partial list

of U. S. codes includes MCNG, MCMG, f40RSE,

SORS, ond TART. All have proven satisfactory

in assorted applications,from 1-D blaniet

design(21’22)ti~studies of 3-D toroidal

effects and time-dependentenergy depo-

~ition.(24) The main difficulties users

have experienced(6)seems to be associated

wfth problem setup of complnx geometries,

as well as selection of biasing schemes for

variance reductim. One acquaintance of the

author likened the use of Monte Carlo codes

to flying an experimental a!rcraft w{th un-

known flight characteristics. Systematic.
schemes for biasing neutron flight character-

istics are sorely need~d, and should be

pldcc!din a usvr-oriented input format. The

difficulty (ever ‘mpossibtlity)of providing

universallyapplicable btdsing schemes is

well recognized by users knowledgeable fn

,MonteCarlo methods. However, a concerted

effort needs to be made in thts d{rectlon,

and a movement made toward structuring the

codes for use by a computent des(gner who

Is not a Monte Carlo cxperto
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RESPONSE AND UTILITY CODES

Once the distributionof neutrons orgamna

rays fs determined in the appropriate phase

space for a probltm, the particle flux den-

s{ty is available. Many auxtliary codes

exist to process such output fluxes, in con-

junction with response functions andothcr

data, Into useful cnginccring data such as

energy deposition, radioactivity,and after-

heat, These post.processingcodes, although

somewhat mundane, %erve an Importantenough

function to d~serve considerationfor future

development. Similarly, a class of utility”

codes serve miSCe]lanCOIJSfunctionss;cb as

linkiny transportcalculations “converting

formats, etc.

Discrete-Ordinatesand Monte Carlo Couplinq

This is a practical concept for linking

transport calculationsperformed in adjacent

regions, where one region has simple geometry

(discreteordinates) and another complex

geometry (Monte Carlo). Advantage is thus

taken of each method ?n its domain of intrin-

sic applicability. Such linking has been

used to a l?lited extent in fission reactor

shielding\ 30) at least {n the forward trans-

port modes. A relatively minor development

should be expended to provide linking of

current generationcodes used for fusion

reactors, and to impl~ment forward and ad-

jofnt linkage. Adjoint Monte Carlo can

provide invaluableinformation for design

of shielding around vacuum and injector

ports, obviating the need for extensive

iterative design calculdtiont in these

arcaz. CouplCo adjoint ualcul~tions simi-

!?ry can provide insight !nr,othe importance

of spatial and energy regions to transport

in complex Systems. Development of this

basically straightforwardmethod using .

linked calculations$hould be taken to the

stage of prov{dinga relatively routine

design tool.

Radioactivityand Afterheat-— ——.
Numerous codes.havebeen devised to com-

pute radioactivityand afterheat. The major

effort now involvesdevising decay-data

libraries (See Nuclcar Ddta Section). Once

these data become available in ENDF, an

lntermedi~teprocessor will be required to

produce libraries for radioactivitycodes.

These codes generally compute spatial dis-

tributions and tntcgrdls of radioactivity,

afterheat, biological hazard potential, and

other weighings of the basic radioactivity

values.

Shield 0ptimizati9~

A strong incentiveexists to optimize

sh{eld arrangementsand materials to achieve

I
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a given effective attenuation

thickness. For example, such

may have a h}$~,payoffon the

in minimum

optimization

in+nershiel~s

of tokamaks,~’J’and around streaming ports.

Developmenteffort aimed ot 2-3 perturbatio~

theory optimizationcodes should prove valu-

able for these classes of problems, includ-

ing guiding 3-D streaming calculations.

Advanced methods such as mathematicalpro-

granmdng models with constraintsmay prove

valuable for CPR design. and hence appear

to be worth long-rangedevelopmentefforts.

Code and D~ta File Standardizatig~—. ..
It seems apparent that any well-conceived

plan for standardizingcodinq practices an~

data file interfacesshould be desirahlc.

The bbjcctive of any effort In this direction

is to avoid duplicationof cftort by making

col!eseasily Interchangeableamong computers

and installations(expc:tability),and miiking

data files simflarlymactiineindependent.

Data file standardizationallows linking of

codes from different installations,but just

as important, tt provides a consnunication

medium for distributingdata sych as the C?R

Cross-SectionLibrary. A liaison has been

established between the fiss{on and fusion

reactor conrnunities,in the form of the

Cmnittec on Computer Co4e Coordination

(CCCC). Future cooperativeefforts should

make much of the code aad dsta development

work in the fission area immediately

applicable for fusion, and V{CC versa.

NUCLEAR DATA

Experience in the nuclear data field for

fission work has provided an understanding

of the need to focus early on a limited and

achievable set of goals. This implies strict

priorities,and nonproliferationof “~aundry

lists.” As a corollary, prioritiesmust fol-

low from needs which ar~ well defined and

substantiated. R~quirementsfor measure-

ments and evaluations should result from

assessments which are as

possible. One mechanism

quantitative as

for quantifying

such needs is sensitivity and uncertainty

analysis. These methods are extremely valu-

able when there is some defin~tion of the

design under consideration;and in the case

of uncertaintyanalysis, whew-efirst-order

perturbationtheory applies. Projecting

longer-rangeneeds, however, still relies

heavily on good engineering judgment in

identifyingmaterials and nucleonic effects

of importance,as well as in estimatin~ the

qualityof pertinent evaluated data files,

One difficulty with identifying nuclear

data needs has tmcn the long lead timez re-

quired for the nwsurel~nt and evaluation

proccs~. For Cxami)le$if any d~ta deficien-

cies had been identified for the TFTR acti-

‘7) (none wcrc), it wouldvat.ic.tcalculations

be difficult to ructity thcm prior to the

engineeril,gdesi~n, except perhaps on an

ad hoc b,?!;.— .—
The foregoinq discussion is directed at

nuclear data mcasurmcnts for fusion reactor

progransnaticneeds. It is not in the scope

of this review to comment on the priorities

for measurementsof interest in low-energy

physics, but which have only incidental

engineering application in the fusicn program,

Below are sumnarizcdmeasurement and evalua-

tion recommendationsfrom Ref. 6, where only

d{rect progranmtic judgments ,?reInvolved.

Top priority was assigned iIlmost~xclusively

to EPR design requirements,with Li being

the not~ble c~~eptlafi. It is worth camcnting

that continuing developments in nuclear-

model calculationsmay ease some of the

measurement program by”filling in data gaps

satisfactorily.

Nuclear Data Measurements

Priority I measurement reconmmndationsare

all for neutron emission spectla and gas pro-

duction cross sections in EPR materials

,’
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and in 7Li, Table I presents the materials,

accuracy requirementsand incidentneutron

energies for these measurements. Em’”sion

spectra are important for transport cJt.u-

lations where the secondariesmake signifi-

cant contributions to tt?cflux. Gas produc-

tion cross sections are essential for pre-

dicting radiation damaqe and for analyzing

correlationexperiments in irradiation

facilities. The singular exception is 7Li,

where trltium production is of interest.

Neutron Cross-SectionMeasurement
~~+~–};ainly for EPR)(6)

N[UTRUi il!ISSIO!i(2 5 values of %’, Cn’ z.—
500 kcV)
Material Accuracy

.—

7Li 101.

118 1ox

c 1!)!

Fe 10:

GAS PRODUCTION

7Li(n,n’t) 10%

11

11
B n,xp ,
n,xa 15%

12C(n.~1), 15%

Incident fncrgies, En

)1, 14t&v

11, 14Mev

11, 14 WY

ll,14tw ‘

thresh-15 t4eVin 1 MeV
increments

14 Mev

14 Mev

14 t’iev

&clear Data Evaluations—- -——
No simple list has been compllcd for

evaluation necd$, as in the case for measure-

ments. A general plea to ENi)Fevaluators

has been made,(6) asking thcm to pay partic-

ular attention to fusion reactor needs in

preparing Version 5 of ENDF. Materials

identifiedas of special interest for EPR’s

are B, f.,Si, Cut and stainless,steel (I_e,

Ni, Cr); reactions of particular concern

are (n, n’), (n, 2n), (n, n’ particle),and

(n, xy) cross sections and specira at En s

15MeV (2.4 pJ). More spcc~fic recocsnenda-

tions for ENDl_Version 5 were:
(6)

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Anew 110 evaluation is needed.*

New experimental data and more accurate
representationsof secondary neutron
spectra should be incorporated for 7Li
and 9Be0

Correlatederror files should be in-
cluded for all partial cross sections
and secondary spectra of the EPR
materials identifiedabove.

Gas production and activatic~ data
evaluations for Fio,using existing
experinwwtaldata supplemented by
model calculations,should be in-
cluded. (f’binlyforCPR system studies
and rddiation damage correlation.)

An evaluation of the T(t. 2n) 4kie
reaction is needed.

A large impact will be made upon evalua-

tion requirements if a D-Li neutron source

facility is built. As a first step, the

materials and reactions for which datd will

be needed up to - 15 MeV could possibly be

satisfied by nuclmr model calculations, thus

reqi.irirjyonly a few experimental tie points.

Procc:sor Cod~s—-——. . ..
Existing processingcodes are generally

iidcquatefor producingmultigroupcross sec-

tions, cov~ridnccmtrices, kmna factors,

photon-productionmatrices, rtidiationdamage

functions (via recoil atom spectra), etc.

Processing individualportions of these data

independentlyoften produces inconsistencies

between, for example, kerrnafactors and photon-
(11)productionmatrices, resulting in noncon-

servation of cnergyo This is usually not dut?

to any deficiency in the individual codes,

btltrather to data evaluation inconsistencies

or Omissions. Currently under development

is at least one code,(31) NJOY, which perfomns

all the above proc~’ssingtasks concurrently,

forcing co~~istencyby its in!errialproLL-

dures, Nest processing codes should prove

acc~rate enough for foreseeable future

●Subsequent,but still preliminary~ sensi-
tivity studies for an EPR show(l \ a weak
~;p;~~ef~c of important nucleonic parameters

E cross sections.

\.
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requirements,especially as compared to data

uncertainties. Future developmentwill be

required mainly to adapt to new ENDF formats,

process new classes”ofdata (e.g., radio-

active decay chains, energy emissions, etc.),

and incorporatecontemporaryCCCC standord

interfacedata files.

Sensitivi~nc Uncertai~Codes—.. -. -,—. --—.
Codes such as SF:NSIT-ID(32)ar,dswM-

LAKE(33) have been highly developed to pro-

vide sensitivitiesof integral design param-

eters to cross-sectiondata and material

arrangements. Their principal objective in

cross-sectionsensitivityanalysis {s tc

provide guidimcc to expcrirncntalistsand

Evaluators !N their attempts to tmprovc tho

t?uclcardata, lhcorta~nty andlysis, kdwrcin ‘

cross-scct{onScn$itivlty values are ccm-

volutcdwith cross-sectioncovarlanccma-

trfces, !: of prlr:aryin!crczt to t.hcnuclcor

designer, from the rcsultinfluncertaint{cs

~n nucleonic parameters hc has an integrtl

view of the combfned cff(;ct of all cross-

section errors, dlways w{thin ttm limitotion~

of tne covari,lnccdatfireliah;llty tindllncar

perturbationtheory. Simiiarly, the sensi-

tivity CO(ICScan easily b@ used to dctcrminc

the uffects of design chancy!son various

nuclear responses, insofar as the changes

are small variationsof region buundarics,

compositiaris,densities,ctc, (l.c., wfthin

lincarperturb~t~on theory’s opplicabflity).

SignificfintP 6 D efforts could be use-

fully devot.cdto several are~s, including

(1) {mprovin!lthe interprot~tfonof results

by extracting information in forms most

meaningful to cxpcrimcniall:.ts and evalua-

tors; (2) de?i~ing fomlisms for calcula-

tion of sensitivitiesto secondary cner~y

distributions,includingmeans for d(?~cribing

shifts the cccondar.vspcctr~;,and (3)

developingthe theory to ovcrconw llmit,a-

tiuns of lino~i” [lcltu~’bfitio,lthrory, e.g.,

incorporate hiqher-order terms or adopt dif-

ferent variationalmethods. Work is actively

being pursued in all the above three areas,

with promise of major advances in the near

future - - In time to impact the EPR designs.

Sensitivity and uncertainty ar:alysiscode

systems soch as FORSS(34) and LA5S,(35) in-

cluding multigroup covaridnce processors,

are now evolving from the ongoing research.

Extentionof sensitivitycodts to 2-D is

fairly straightforward.isndis pr,mntly

being undertaken, An added benefit from

2-D analysis will be in the area of deslqn

sensitivity,where realistic blanket module

designs can be treated. Also, both cross-

S.tctionand design sensitivity of regions

near struiuningpaths such aS v{]cuurnport>

can provide valuable quid~nce {n sclcctil)g

and placing local shieldin!lm~terials.t

Deforc o;~timumuse cdn be made of these

new developments in sensitivity to~lys.is,

an extensive datt cvaluai.ioneffort will be

rcqulred. Not only arc error files for most

partial crass s~ci.ionsrequired, but con-

stderablc and careful effort will be rc-

qulrcd to include reasormblc estimates of

correlationsmnorq part.ialsand enurgy

ranges. The ENDF files arc+presently devoid

of such covfiriancedata rxcept for five

materials - - C, 0, N, A9., and Fe, and evun

some of these are sp~rse cr not generally

available.

INTEGRAL [XOERIMENTS.,—e. ---— ......-.—.
integralexperiment.sserve a vtirietyof

rolc$; at onc er,aof the si)ectrumarc “clc:m”

experiments designed to elicit a small amount

of high-quality Informationabout o very lirn-

Ited number of cross sec~ions,’36) These and

slt:!htly“dirtier” experiments used for data

adjwtmcnt arc importantbut thf?subject 1s

toocomplex for an abbreviatr!ddiscussion.

Howevw, thu f!xcellentrcvtewof Farinclli
(37)

is rcco:miondt?das a conprchc:lslvesummary of
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the role of integral experiments in nuclear

data evaluation.

A second class of integralexperiments

IS one in which generic engineeringde-

signs (i.e., selected mater?als and their

laminations)are proof tested in as simple

a configurationas possible; I.e.! the ob-

jective here should be to provide a geometry

.iinpleenough to calculate confidently,and

then observe the alscreponcieswith the in-

tegral rrcalurements,Such experiments pro-

vide J general insight into the adequacy of

the combinati’?nof cross-sectionsets and

codes; thuy can also furnish spectfic engi-

neering data to guidu design dcclsions rc-

gtirdingshield configurations,and for

selectionof stfety factor, (degree of

con$crvatism)o Justificationof this class

of cxpcrimcn!s is now in question, and

strongly t!epundsupon timing. !f sufficient

dcvelopmcrrtof computationaltools finddato

occur’before a det~ilcd EPR cngincctirrgde-

sign, tilcrcshould bc sufficientconfidence

in the bulk shield @s!gn to obviate the

need for more than purhaps onc prototypic

exocrimcnt. Even this e~pcrirnent!!!aybe

suporflllousif the design tools can be honed

on previous cyperimental results.

It cannot be overstated that benefit

should bc derived from the expcricncc, in-

eludingmistakes, of fission reactor cxpcri-

mdntal programz, Tilatis to soy, state-of-

art methods and data SIIJUICIbc applied to

analysis of cxi~ting oxoori!~onts,and ncw

experiments should be designed such that

they con bc analymdwith existing tools.

Experimel,tsthat leave one In a quandry

which is ti)enute{ito justify another ex-

periment, nd inftnitum,arc n technical and,....-——. - .
economic wnstc, t

The last class of exporimcnls,corlsistsof

engineeringmockup?, reprcsentiroas closely

as possible the actual gcnmt?triccomploxittc$

of the blanket/shield.

periments serve a pure

These expensite ex-

proof-test function,

with little hope of resolving calcu’lationel

versus exper{ventaldiscrepancies, Their

main function is to provide final engineering

safety factors,and incidentally to uncover

design faults and shoddy calculations.

One area in which either simple prototypic

or engineeri~qmockup experiments will almost

certdinly be required is {n streaming paths

through voids in the blanketishield. Neutral

beam ports especiallyare ,:”nlex and critical

enough to justify such exler~ments,

The expcrimwtal techniques, instrumentation

and ns!utronsources to carry out any rcqulrcd

e~[)I?rimCfltdl PrI)~r(Jm are g(!flerally QXtant.

No ncw dCV(?lOp,W’ntneeds to be undertaken,

other t’handcsi~iit,ithe cxpcriment$ so as

turnakc thcmamtnablc to analysis with

exist{nq t.oolr..
prf~p[f{c~s... -----—,
3).
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